MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION

FROM: Robert M. Myers  
Director, Contractor Human Resources Policy Division

SUBJECT: Updated Department of Energy (DOE) Benefit Value Study Desk Manual

The DOE Benefit Value Study Desk Manual, dated April 27, 2017, was updated to reflect four recommendations of the Ben-Val Task force approved by Secretary Ernest Moniz on June 21, 2016. The four recommendations are incorporated in Part 1.1 of the updated DOE Benefit Value Study Desk Manual. The DOE Benefit Value Study Desk Manual was also updated to provide clarity/corrections in other areas where needed.

The DOE Benefit Value Study Desk Manual will be uploaded and can be viewed at this link:


If you should have any questions, please contact Martin McCaulay at (202) 287-1390 or Martin.McCaulay@hq.doe.gov.